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When the conifer could flourish on the land, and fishes

subsis in the seas, fishes and cone-bearing plants were cre

ated; when the earth became a fit habitat for reptiles and

birds, reptles and birds were produced; with the dawn of a

more stable and mature state of things the sagacious quad

ruped was ushered in; and, last of all, when man's house

was fully prepared for him, -when the data on which it is

his nature to reason and calculate had become fixed and

certain,- the reasoning, calculating brain was moulded by

the creative finger, and man became a living soul. Such

seems to be the true reading of the wondrous inscription
chiselled deep in the rocks. It furnishes us with no clue

by which to unravel the unapproachable mysteries of

cre-ation;-thesemysteries belong to the wondrous Creator,

and to Him only. We attempt to theorize upon them, and

to reduce them to law, and all nature rises up against us

in our presumptuous rebellion. A stray splinter of cone

bearing wood,- a fish's skull or tooth,- the vertebra of a

reptile,- the humerus of a bird,- the jaw of a quadruped,
-all, any of these things, weak and insignificant as they

may seem, become in such a quarrel too strong for us and our

theory: the puny fragment, in the grasp of truth, forms as

irresistible a weapon as the dry bone did in that of Samson

old; and our slaughtered sophisms lie piled up,
"
heaps

upon heaps," before it.

There is no geological fact nor revealed doctrine with

which this special scheme of development does not agree. To

every truth, too, really such, from which the antagonist
scheme derives its shadowy analogies, it leaves its full value.

It has no quarrel with the facts of even the "Vestiges," in

their character as realities. There is certainly something very

extraordinary in that ftal progress of the human brain 01!
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